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PERENNIAL
The Fake News Update is brought to you in part by...the twinkle in
your eyes.
ANAHITA
Converse Sneakers pull charitable donation, citing they no longer
give a Chuck.
With all the news you never knew you needed and all the news you
needed to know, I’m Anahita Ardashir...
PERENNIAL
...And I’m Perennial Eschner. From the KLMNOP studios in City, State:
this is F.N.U. The Fake News Update.

ANAHITA
And now, today’s headlines. Jeepers Creepers, where’d you get those
beepers? Seriously. It’s two thousand nineteen.
PERENNIAL
Well here’s a hot take for you ANAHITA
We’re still in Headlines, Perennial PERENNIAL
Sponges! Isn’t it screwy that we took these porous, living organisms
and used them to scrub, scrape, and otherwise SCOUR our naked bodies
- including our private areas ANAHITA
Still in headlines, bud.
PERENNIAL
Which leads me to my new organization: People for the Ethical
Treatment of Sponges: PETS! OR Sponges are Righteous Sponges: SARS!
ANAHITA
I feel the need to stop you right there PERENNIAL
OR Advocates for the Inclusion for Darn Sponges -
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ANAHITA
NOPE!
And finally, we turn to our FN Innovator Spotlight. On this segment,
we’ll take the time to highlight and showcase the revolutionaries and
dreamweavers changing the fabric of this nation. Today we have - oh Perennial, my notes have been scribbled through with brown crayon and
someone has written Perennial’s Sponge Hour PERENNIAL
Why, thank ya, Anahita! Sponges! What about ‘em! Have you ever
taken a shower - or perhaps a tub-based bath? Then you’re a MONSTER!
Loofa?! How ‘bout LOVEher! Sponge “bath”? How ‘bout GO TO JAIL!
You dirty pervert! ANAHITA
Perennial. PERENNIAL
I have probable, righteous cause! Imagine YOU were cut up and rubbed
on a buff, sweaty, stinky - heck even attractive man - on his
pectorals, taut buttocks, maybe even his groin - all because of your
absorbent and pliant nature. Uh...and you’re just there, ya know,
being rubbed against what can only be described as a god amongst men
- I’m talking Denzel in Remembering Titans! Brad Pitt in Money’s
Ball! Heck, even Cooba Gooding Junior in Radio! And you’re just, ya
know, bein sloshed around those groins like some sort of tiny potato
in the big chowder of life. Hmm.
ANAHITA
...Perennial?
PERENNIAL
UH THE FAKE NEWS UPDATE IS BROUGHT TO YOU IN PARTANAHITA
Not yet Perennial.
Join us every morning Monday through Thursday for all the news you
never knew you needed and all the news you needed to know.
PERENNIAL
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From KLMNOP thank you for listening to the Fake News Update, and
until next time...
ANAHITA/PERENNIAL
We’ll be FNU./ I have to find a computer right now.

PERENNIAL
Fake News Update is brought to you by Spoke Media. If you want to
follow us on the social media platform called Twitter, you can do so
@fakenews_update. You can follow me @I_Perennial, and Anahita
@AnahitaArdashir. If you would like to email us with your questions,
complaints, news stories, or unrated copies of Radio... you may do so
at fakenewsupdate@spokemedia.io. Thank you for listening!
ANAHITA
This... is F.N.U.

